1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Proteins associate with other proteins, nucleic acids, lipids, or metabolites to regulate the cellular and molecular mechanisms of the cell.^[@ref1]^ These associations can be of various types, including interactions, complex formation, or different roles in a single pathway.^[@ref2]^ A deeper understanding of the various roles and functions of proteins therefore requires the study of their relations to other proteins or molecules. As a result, a multitude of in vivo and in vitro experiments have been designed to determine protein associations, with typically only partial overlap in the results.^[@ref3]^ However, thanks to efforts toward greater transparency and data sharing in science,^[@ref4]^ it is now possible to reuse and reprocess publicly available proteomics data with computational approaches to obtain new knowledge in silico.^[@ref5]^ One such type of reuse has focused on the comparison of entire experiments, as pioneered for proteomics data by Klie et al.^[@ref6]^ and lately taken to an unprecedented level of sophistication by the online OmicsDI tool^[@ref7]^ to discover similar data sets across different omics domains, but so far no studies have been done to analyze the relations between proteins that are identified across many independent shotgun proteomics data sets.

One way to study such a relation between two entities is to study their co-occurrence across various observations. This phenomenon of co-occurrence has already been explored in many fields to determine the significance between such co-occurring entities; for instance, domain--domain co-occurrence has been used to determine the function of proteins,^[@ref8]^ while short polypeptide co-occurrence is used to predict global protein interactions.^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ Similarly, this concept of co-occurrence could also be applied to study biological association in proteins that co-occur across many different mass-spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics experiments. One of the examples of the use of co-occurrence in MS data is the detection of direct protein--protein interactions through special-purpose affinity purification-mass spectrometry (AP--MS) experiments,^[@ref11]^ yet, so far, the use of protein co-occurrence across heterogeneous public MS data sets to detect relevant biological protein associations (e.g., protein--protein interaction, complex formation, or co-occurrence in a given pathway) has not been demonstrated. For such co-occurrence approaches one needs a large number of different data sets to ensure the significance of the hypothesized relationships. Interestingly, there is a large number of public proteomics data sets available in the PRIDE^[@ref12]^ database.

On the basis of this large number of independent data sets in PRIDE, we applied this concept of co-occurrence detection to protein pairs across MS experiments. Ultimately, our method is based on the assumption that consistent protein co-occurrence across a large collection of different, unrelated MS experiments is not merely due to chance, but instead this reveals an underlying biological association between these co-occurring proteins.

To verify the fundamental validity of our approach, we mapped protein pairs with a high degree of association to existing biological knowledgebases. The majority of these pairs were found to indeed be biologically associated. Furthermore, when we compared the level of biological association for the original results with that of protein pairs from randomized associations, we found an extremely significant drop in matches with existing knowledge, lending further support to the validity of our approach.

2. Methodology {#sec2}
==============

The human MS data from the PRIDE database (downloaded in May 2015) was used in this study and analyzed in three major steps ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a): (i) reprocess step, (ii) associations step, and (iii) annotations step. For the reprocess step, the downloaded mass spectra from PRIDE were matched to the human proteome using an automated pipeline to obtain uniformly validated peptide and protein identifications ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). In the subsequent associations step, these identified proteins were analyzed for co-occurrence across PRIDE experiments using the Jaccard similarity coefficient ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c). In the final annotations step, all protein pairs with a similarity score above threshold were mapped to existing knowledgebases to retrieve any known biological association ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}d). These three steps are explained in detail in [Sections [2.1](#sec2.1){ref-type="other"}](#sec2.1){ref-type="other"}, [2.2](#sec2.2){ref-type="other"}, and [2.3](#sec2.3){ref-type="other"}, respectively.

![(a) Outline of the workflow to calculate and annotate protein pairs generated from MS-based proteomics experiments. (b) Identification is performed using a pipeline built from three existing tools, pride-asap, SearchGUI and PeptideShaker, all automated on the Pladipus backend. (c) Identified proteins are then analyzed for co-occurrence using the Jaccard similarity coefficient. (d) Protein pairs with a similarity coefficient above threshold are then mapped to existing knowledgebases to validate our findings.](pr-2016-01066y_0001){#fig1}

Moreover, we validated our method by applying this pipeline to 1000 iterations of an equivalent number of randomly assigned protein pairs, as explained in [Section [2.4](#sec2.4){ref-type="other"}](#sec2.4){ref-type="other"}. All relevant Python scripts are available on GitHub (<https://github.com/compomics/ProteinAssociationPair>).

2.1. Reprocessing of Public Proteomics Data {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------------------

All projects annotated to be of human origin were retrieved from the PRIDE database (release May_2015) using the PRIDE web service.^[@ref13]^ The retrieved projects were filtered for complete projects, which contain both identifications and fragmentation mass spectra. For future reference, these retrieved projects will be referred to as the *pride-data set*. In addition to the pride-data set, we also used the data from the draft human proteome by Kim et al., which contains more than 1000 experiments from a variety of human tissue samples.^[@ref14]^ For future reference, the Kim et al. project will be referred to as the *Pandey-data set*. Unlike the pride-data set, which contains both spectra and identifications for each experimental data set, the Pandey-data set contained only fragmentation mass spectra without identifications.

The experiment-specific identifications present in the pride-data set are used for automatic preprocessing by pride-asap^[@ref15]^ ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b), which infers optimal search parameters for the downstream analysis of each individual experiment. These inferred parameters include the precursor ion and fragment ion mass tolerances, the choice of digestion enzyme, and the most relevant variable and fixed modifications. However, because the Pandey-data set does not come with identifications, search parameter settings were applied as defined in the original Kim et al. publication.^[@ref14]^

The obtained search parameter settings were used for the reprocessing of all experimental data using a pipeline composed of SearchGUI^[@ref16]^ and PeptideShaker^[@ref17]^ built on the Pladipus^[@ref18]^ platform ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). The sequence database searches were conducted using SearchGUI with three different search engines: MS-GF+,^[@ref19],[@ref20]^ MyriMatch,^[@ref21]^ and X!tandem,^[@ref22]^ and matches were made against the human proteome complement of the UniProt^[@ref23]^ Swiss-Prot, which comprises only canonical sequences (release May_2015, with 20 887 protein sequence). The sequence database was expanded with all commonly encountered contaminant proteins listed in the common Repository of Adventitious Proteins (cRAP) from The Global Proteome Machine (GPM) database.^[@ref24]^ This expanded database was then automatically extended with its reversed decoy sequences by SearchGUI.

The results of these searches were processed by PeptideShaker to integrate the output of the different search engines and to control the local false discovery rate (FDR) for the integrated results at the PSM level. Moreover, PeptideShaker also performed the protein inference.

Proteins that were not identified as human proteins or that were not obtained from UniprotKB/Swiss-Prot were filtered out. The retained results were then collated in a protein--experiment matrix with experiments as columns, proteins as rows and distinct peptide counts for that protein in that experiment as values ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Protein--experiment matrix obtained after reprocessing human PRIDE data. Columns represent experiments and rows proteins, with values representing distinct peptide counts for a protein in an experiment.](pr-2016-01066y_0002){#fig2}

2.2. Detecting Associations between Proteins {#sec2.2}
--------------------------------------------

The peptide counts in the protein--experiment matrix were used to determine the co-occurrence between two proteins. These co-occurrence values were calculated using the Jaccard similarity coefficient ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c), where *J*(*x*,*y*) represents the similarity between two proteins *x* and *y*, where *x*~*i*~ and *y*~*i*~ represent the number of distinct and nonshared peptide count between protein *x* and *y* in the *i*th experiment. [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of a Jaccard similarity calculation between two proteins (Protein 1 and Protein 2), with the distinct and nonshared peptide count listed in the Table for a given protein in a given experiment. The Jaccard similarity coefficient (0.65) is the ratio of the total minimum (marked in blue) and maximum (marked in green) peptide count in each experiment. The number of distinct, nonshared peptides is calculated as the total number of distinct peptide sequences of a protein in an experiment minus the peptides that are shared by the paired protein in that same experiment. Furthermore, the similarity is only calculated for protein pairs found together in at least 10 different experiments ([SI Section S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jproteome.6b01066/suppl_file/pr6b01066_si_001.pdf)).

![Example of Jaccard similarity coefficient calculation, where similarity between Protein 1 and Protein 2 is calculated by using peptide counts for each across six different experiments.](pr-2016-01066y_0003){#fig3}

2.3. Annotation with Existing Knowledge of Proposed Protein Pairs {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Protein pairs with a Jaccard similarity coefficient of 0.4 and above were mapped to several publicly available knowledgebases to find known biological associations. The selection for the Jaccard similarity coefficient of 0.4 is explained in [SI Section S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jproteome.6b01066/suppl_file/pr6b01066_si_001.pdf). The Reactome^[@ref25],[@ref26]^ database (V56) was used to determine the presence of a protein pair in the same pathway. Because Reactome structures pathways in a hierarchical way, we use the lowest level of pathways (called leaf pathways) that only contain a series of reactions and that do not divide further into subpathways. The IntAct^[@ref27]^ (release 2016_01) and BioGRID^[@ref28]^ (version 3.4.145) databases were used to find known binary protein--protein interactions between proteins in a pair, and the COmprehensive ResoUrce of Mammalian protein complexes (CORUM)^[@ref29],[@ref30]^ database (release 2012_02) was used to detect whether the proteins in a pair were both part of a known protein complex. The Ensembl^[@ref31]^ database (Ensembl 83 version) was used to detect paralog proteins in a protein pair.

Furthermore, cRAP from GPM was used to label human-derived common contaminant proteins in protein pairs. For the remaining unannotated pairs, the Gene Ontology (GO) annotation from UniProt was used to label pairs in which the proteins share same GO biological Process or GO molecular Function.

For a select number of protein pairs from each data set that did not yield a match against any of the above knowledgebases, a detailed manual investigation was conducted using literature search and the STRING^[@ref32]^ database (version 10.0) to obtain a possible explanation for the suggested biological relation.

2.4. Validation of the Approach {#sec2.4}
-------------------------------

To validate our approach, we compared the amount of known biological associations for proteins found in pairs according to our Jaccard similarity threshold of 0.4, with the amount of known biological associations for randomly assigned protein pairs. This comparison was done in three steps. First, proteins in the original protein--experiment matrix were randomly assigned to pairs, that is, without actually calculating a Jaccard coefficient. Then, out of all of these random pairs, we randomly selected an equal number of protein pairs as were originally found with a Jaccard coefficient of 0.4 or above. These randomly selected pairs were then mapped to five knowledgebases: Reactome, IntAct, BioGRID, CORUM, and Ensembl. These three steps were repeated 1000 times, and the number of annotated pairs was calculated each time.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

We present the results generated by our method for the two data sets (pride-data set and Pandey-data set) as well as the results of an investigation in more detail of five unannotated protein pairs, two from each data set.

3.1. Results from Reprocessing, Association, and Annotation of Pairs {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

After reprocessing of the pride-data set, we had analyzed 1063 experiments that yielded 12 085 identified proteins in total. Of these 12 085 proteins, 4562 proteins were contained in the human complement of UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot and were present in at least 10 experiments. Of these selected 4562 proteins, all possible protein pairs were scored using the Jaccard similarity coefficient. Of all scored pairs, 2325 protein pairs (see [Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jproteome.6b01066/suppl_file/pr6b01066_si_002.xlsx)), comprising 749 unique proteins, passed the Jaccard coefficient threshold of 0.4.

These 2325 selected pairs were then mapped to Reactome, CORUM, IntAct, BioGRID, and Ensembl to determine whether the proteins in each pair were already known to have biological associations. Of the 2325 pairs, 1645 (71%) had known biological associations in at least one of these databases, while 680 had no known associations (see [Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jproteome.6b01066/suppl_file/pr6b01066_si_008.pdf) for a network representation of the associated protein pairs). Of the 1645 verified protein pairs, 1527 (93%) pairs had both proteins mapped to the same pathway. These pairs mapped to a total of 275 of Reactome's 1990 leaf pathways (14% of all pathways) (see [Table S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jproteome.6b01066/suppl_file/pr6b01066_si_006.xlsx)). These 275 pathways cover 21 out of the 24 top-level pathways in Reactome ([SI Section S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jproteome.6b01066/suppl_file/pr6b01066_si_001.pdf)). For 90 pairs (5%), either a direct protein--protein interaction was found in IntAct (25 pairs) or in BioGRID (58 pairs) or the proteins were known to be in a complex according to CORUM (7 pairs). The remaining 28 pairs (2%) were found to be paralogs of each other according to Ensembl.

To remove possible associations with commonly encountered contaminant proteins, we also filtered out pairs in which at least one protein was included in the human proteins included in the cRAP database. Only 56 such pairs were found across the 2325 pairs that passed the Jaccard threshold of 0.4, and 40 of these cRAP protein -containing pairs were found in the 680 unannotated pairs that passed the Jaccard coefficient of 0.4, leaving 640 unexplained, unannotated pairs (28%).

For the Pandey-data set from Kim et al., reprocessing of 1842 experiments resulted in 16 597 identified proteins. Of these 16 597 proteins, 10 121 proteins were found to be contained in the human complement of UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot and were present in at least 10 experiments. Out of all possible pairs scored using these 10 121 proteins, 988 protein pairs passed the Jaccard similarity threshold of 0.4, comprising 454 unique proteins (see [Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jproteome.6b01066/suppl_file/pr6b01066_si_003.xlsx)).

Among these 988 protein pairs, 475 (48%) protein pairs were found to be biologically associated, while 513 had no known biological association (see [Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jproteome.6b01066/suppl_file/pr6b01066_si_009.pdf) for a network representation of the associated protein pair). Of the 475 protein pairs with known biological associations, 401 (40%) were found to share the same Reactome pathway. These 401 protein pairs were mapped to 165 of Reactome's leaf pathways (see [Table S6](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jproteome.6b01066/suppl_file/pr6b01066_si_007.xlsx)) and in turn to 20 of the 24 top-level pathways ([SI Section S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jproteome.6b01066/suppl_file/pr6b01066_si_001.pdf)). 47 (5%) had a direct protein--protein interaction according to IntAct (14) or BioGRID (33), 10 (1%) were found in CORUM to be in the same protein complex, and 17 (2%) were paralogues of each other according to Ensembl. 43 (4%) protein pairs out of the 513 unannotated protein pairs were found to contain one or both proteins from the human proteins in the cRAP database. This left a total of 470 (47%) unexplained, unannotated protein pairs in the Pandey-data set.

3.2. Existing Biological Relations between Proteins in Annotated Pairs {#sec3.2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The co-occurrence analysis of the pride-data set resulted in a total of 1685 annotated protein pairs and 640 unannotated protein pairs. Interestingly, the percentage of protein pairs for which a biological association is known, tends to rise with increased Jaccard similarity coefficient, except for the highest Jaccard coefficients, where the correlation paradoxically reverses again ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a). For unannotated protein pairs with Jaccard coefficients above 0.6, it was typically the case that at least one of the proteins in the pair did not occur at all in any of the knowledgebases.

![Distribution of percentage of annotated pairs versus similarity score for (a) pride-data set and (b) Pandey-data set.](pr-2016-01066y_0004){#fig4}

For the Pandey-data set, a total of 518 protein pairs were found to be biologically associated, while 470 protein pairs did not have any known existing association. Unlike the pride-data set, the percentage of annotated protein pairs for this data set continues to rises with increasing Jaccard similarity coefficient ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b).

The annotated protein pairs in both data sets consist of various different proteins. Of these various proteins, in the pride-data set, immunoglobulins (Ig), histones, ribosomal proteins, and cytoskeleton proteins were found to pair with proteins of the same family, constituting the majority of annotated protein pairs. In contrast, in the Pandey-data set, only immunoglobulins (Ig), histones, and cytoskeleton proteins were found to co-occur with protein of the same family, and co-occurring ribosomal proteins were missing. [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the absolute abundance of the four proteins found in the annotated protein pairs, for both the pride-data set and the Pandey-data set.

![Abundance of four co-occurring proteins in annotated protein pairs for both data sets.](pr-2016-01066y_0005){#fig5}

3.3. Possible Biological Relation between Proteins in Unannotated Pairs {#sec3.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

In MS experiments, keratin proteins are highly abundant compared with other proteins as they do not only come from the biological sample but also enter the sample as a common environmental contaminant from hair or skin.^[@ref33]^ Therefore, we expected to see keratin proteins co-occurring the high Jaccard coefficients. Interestingly, however, for the pride-data set, we found only 40 protein pairs in which both proteins are a keratin. Similarly, in the Pandey-data set, we also found only 29 co-occurring keratin protein pairs, but for the Pandey-data set, we also found 7 protein pairs where keratin proteins were found to co-occur with a nonkeratin protein, while in the pride-data set, we only ever found keratin proteins to co-occur together. As such, the majority of keratin proteins in both data sets are found to co-occur together, which suggests that our method is capable of retrieving protein pairs with high co-occurrence across different experiments, but keratins are only rarely (if at all) found to be associated with other proteins, which indicates the specificity of our method, even for such frequently occurring proteins.

In the remaining 600 (26%) unannotated, non-keratin-containing protein pairs from the pride-data set, 274 (12%) protein pairs were found to share either same GO biological process (144) or GO molecular function (130). Similarly, for the Pandey-data set, the 434 (44%) unannotated, nonkeratin containing protein pairs yielded 170 (17%) protein pairs with same GO biological process (62) or GO molecular function (108) annotation. Of the remaining 326 unannotated protein pairs in the pride-data set, 257 were found to consist of proteins that share the same GO cellular component. Similarly, for the remaining 264 unannotated protein pairs in the Pandey-data set, 207 protein pairs contained proteins that shared the same GO cellular component.

3.4. Case Study of Unannotated Pairs Based on Associations Inferred from the Literature or from the STRING Database {#sec3.4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We selected two cases from each data set to establish the potential biological relation between unannotated protein pairs using a literature search and the STRING database. It should be noted that protein pairs that contained one or two immunoglobulin proteins were also excluded from this manual analysis.

### 3.4.1. Association between Kininogen-1, Vitamin D-Binding Protein, and Hemopexin {#sec3.4.1}

The first example from the pride-data set concerns three proteins that together make up three detected protein pairs. Vitamin-D-binding protein and hemopexin showed a Jaccard similarity of 0.58. In the study by Pawlik et al., it has been shown that vitamin-D-binding protein and hemopexin, together with two other proteins, show overexpression in breast tumor samples.^[@ref34]^ Interestingly, most of the PRIDE projects in which these proteins were detected as co-occurring concern cancer tissue samples, including breast cancer, which may indicate that the cancer-related association of these proteins can be generalized more broadly. However, Vitamin-D-binding protein and hemopexin also show strong association with Kininogen-1, with similarity coefficients of 0.54 and 0.45, respectively. Rithidech et al. found 12 proteins significantly up-regulated which include kininogen, vitamin-D-binding protein, and hemopexin along with nine other proteins in their study of pediatric multiple sclerosis.^[@ref35]^ This study shows that these three proteins have some form of biological relation to each other in this disease. According to STRING the putative homologues for kininogen-1 and hemopexin and for hemopexin and vitamin-D-binding proteins are found to be coexpressed in other species as well. A further disease-related association between kininogen-1 and Hemopexin can be found in Ghafouri et al., where it was shown that the levels of kininogen and hemopexin were both higher in the plasma of a farmer with systemic inflammation caused by musculoskeletal disorder (MSD) than in a reference farmer.^[@ref36]^

### 3.4.2. Cystatin-SA and Carbonic Anhydrase 6 {#sec3.4.2}

The second example from the pride-data set is the pair of cystatin-SA with carbonic anhydrase 6, with a Jaccard coefficient of 0.58. According to a study of diabetic patients by Bencharit et al., cystatin-SA and carbonic anhydrase 6 are both biomarkers for the disease.^[@ref37]^ According to STRING, these two proteins are involved in the same GO biological process "detection of chemical stimulus involved in sensory perception of bitter taste".

### 3.4.3. Talin-1 and Myosin-9 {#sec3.4.3}

The first example case from the Pandey-data set is talin-1 and myosin-9 with a Jaccard similarity coefficient of 0.53. In a study of the platelet proteomes of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome by Fröbel et al., talin-1 and myosin-9 were both found to have a reduced concentration, along with three other proteins.^[@ref38]^ The study furthermore shows that talin-1 and myosin-9, along with the three other regulated proteins, need to be expressed in platelets for adequate integrin α~IIb~β~3~ function and hemostasis. These proteins are also found to share the GO biological process "platelet aggregation".

### 3.4.4. Peripherin-2 and M-Opsin {#sec3.4.4}

The second example from the Pandey-data set is the pair formed by Peripherin-2 and medium-wave-sensitive-opsin 1 (also called M-opsin^[@ref39]^), with a Jaccard similarity coefficient of 0.49. According to a study from Nguyen et al., it is shown that peripherin-2 differentially interacts with M-opsin.^[@ref40]^

3.5. Validation Results {#sec3.5}
-----------------------

For the validation of our approach, we compared the number of annotated protein pairs obtained from the original protein set with the number of annotated protein pairs that were obtained from randomly generated protein sets. The random pairs were mapped to the same five knowledgebases as the original pairs: Reactome, IntAct, CORUM, and Ensembl. This randomized validation was repeated 1000 times, and the number of annotated pairs obtained was calculated each time. Interestingly, in the pride-data set, when we mapped the 2325 randomly selected pairs to the five knowledgebases, we found only 40 annotated protein pairs (on average) and 69 annotated protein pairs (at maximum) over the 1000 iterations (see [Table S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jproteome.6b01066/suppl_file/pr6b01066_si_004.xlsx)). This is in striking contrast with the 1645 annotated pairs we obtained for the original protein pairs. As a result, the difference between real and random data is extremely significant, with a *p* value of effectively 0. Similarly, for the Pandey-data set, the mapping of 988 randomly selected protein pairs to the five knowledgebases resulted in only 6 annotated protein pairs (on average) and 17 annotated protein pairs (at maximum) over the 1000 iterations (see [Table S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jproteome.6b01066/suppl_file/pr6b01066_si_005.xlsx)). This again in striking contrast with the 475 annotated pairs for the original protein pairs. Here, too, the difference between real and random data is therefore extremely significant, again with a *p* value of effectively 0.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

We have presented a novel method to determine biologically relevant protein associations between co-occurring proteins and applied it to two different types of MS-based proteomics data sets: the highly heterogeneous pride-data set and the draft human proteome of the Pandey-data set. For the pride-data set, 83% of protein pairs were mapped based on existing biological knowledge, 71% were mapped using Reactome, IntAct, BioGRID, CORUM, and Ensembl, while 12% were mapped using GO (biological process and molecular function) annotations. Similarly, for the Pandey-data set, 65% of protein pairs were mapped with existing biological knowledge, 48% were mapped using the five knowledgebases, while 17% were mapped using GO (biological process and molecular function) annotation. More proteins were identified in the Pandey-data set than in the pride-data set, but the number of pairs that passed the Jaccard coefficient threshold of 0.4 in the Pandey-data set was much lower than for the pride-data set. This is likely due to the fact that, unlike the pride-data set, the samples in the Pandey-data set were chosen to provide maximal complementarity toward the elucidation of the entire human proteome, thus resulting in a lower overall overlap in proteins between samples.

At the same time, the percentage of annotated pairs in the pride-data set is possibly also higher than the Pandey-data set because the pride-data set contains a majority of projects built around disease-related samples, and proteins involved in disease are typically much more studied than other proteins. This, in turn, increases the available level of annotation for these proteins. Conversely, the Pandey-data set with its focus on elucidating the complete human proteome will inevitably include many proteins that have not been studied in detail and that therefore lack knowledge in existing databases.

Moreover, the annotated protein pairs in both data sets are built from only a select number of individual proteins. As shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, co-occurring Immunoglobulin (Ig), tubulin, histones, and ribosomal proteins constitute the majority of annotated protein pairs in the pride-data set, while co-occurring tubulin and histones proteins form the majority in the Pandey-data set. However, while tubulin and histone proteins were found to be abundant in both the pride-data set as well as the Pandey-data set, only a few Ig proteins are found in the Pandey data set. This contrasts sharply with the pride-data set where Ig is involved in the vast majority of annotated pairs. Similarly, ribosomal proteins were only found in pairs in the pride-data set and are missing entirely from the Pandey-data set.

Histones and tubulins are housekeeping genes, meaning they are involved in basic cellular processes and are found to be present in almost all cells and tissues.^[@ref14]^ It is therefore logical to find these proteins as highly co-occurring in the two data sets. However, even though ribosomal proteins are housekeeping proteins as well,^[@ref14]^ we only found them as co-occurring in the pride-data set. A detailed analysis showed that we also find ribosomal protein in pairs in the Pandey-data set but with a Jaccard coefficient below the threshold of 0.4. A possible reason for this could be the difference in the number of peptide counts across experiments ([SI Section S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jproteome.6b01066/suppl_file/pr6b01066_si_001.pdf)).

The reason for the abundance of Ig-containing pairs in the pride-data set could be that the majority of projects in the pride-data set were focused on disease-related samples. Because Ig proteins serve a very important role in the immune response, this could indeed explain the high co-occurrence of Igs in pride-data set. The Pandey-data set, in contrast, focused on proteins acquired from normal tissue samples, which may well explain the much lower number of co-occurring Ig pairs.

The different amount of co-occurring proteins in both data sets therefore suggests that while housekeeping proteins can be found to co-occur in high abundance irrespective of the data set used, the co-occurrence of more specialized proteins will depend on the type of samples that were studied in the data set. Note that this also indicates that a direct comparison of the pairs obtained in one set of studies against those obtained in another set of studies is likely to not be biologically meaningful as any sample bias is necessarily carried forward in the analysis. The corollary is that it is likely to be especially rewarding to search for protein pairs in specific sample types of particular interest to the researcher (e.g., cancer-related samples) if such sufficient samples can be obtained from the public domain.

We also showed that the percentage of annotated protein pairs with strong biological association tends to rise with increasing the Jaccard coefficient ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). For the Pandey-data set, the percentage of annotated pairs increases continuously with increasing Jaccard coefficient ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b); however, for the pride-data set the curve displays an intriguing drop-off above a Jaccard coefficient of 0.6 ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a). This drop-off could, in part, be attributable to Ig proteins, as most of the Ig proteins are not represented in pathway or interaction databases. Indeed, as stated in the results, the absence of annotation is usually due to one or both proteins in a pair being absent altogether from the five studied knowledgebases. Nevertheless, a manual search of the literature did turn up possible relations between such unannotated Ig pairs in the pride-data set, as detailed in [SI Section S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jproteome.6b01066/suppl_file/pr6b01066_si_001.pdf). We would therefore propose that the unannotated, high-scoring pairs in which one protein is as yet mostly unknown provide very interesting targets for follow-up studies to researchers who are interested in the functions and roles of the other protein in such a pair.

Importantly, we have validated our approach by contrasting its performance in obtaining annotated protein pairs with random protein associations. The extremely significant difference in annotated pairs between these two approaches strongly suggests that our selection for highly co-occurring protein pairs yields biological associations that are far from random.

Our method is thus capable of analyzing a large amount of (public) proteomics data sets to detect potential biological association between proteins and can as such function as a hypothesis generator for researchers who are interested in further investigating the roles and functions of (possibly as yet poorly annotated) proteins. We also show that a judicious selection of data sets and samples (e.g., around a given topic such as cancer) can be used to focus the search for biological association to a given disease or tissue.

At the same time, we are aware that the Jaccard similarity metric used here tends to err on the side of caution and therefore only reports protein pairs that show very high co-occurrence among various experiments. This most likely results in a substantial number of false-negatives, implying that protein pairs that have a small but significant co-occurrence are currently missed. A key aspect for potential improvement of our method is therefore the similarity metric, and we can envision that additional computational work can further improve the sensitivity of the overall approach without affecting its precision.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

We here present an approach to reuse large amounts of publicly available data to determine possible protein associations using a simple but effective Jaccard similarity coefficient. We have shown that the majority of the protein pairs detected by our method are substantiated by biological annotations from at least one of five established knowledgebases. Furthermore, we have been able to manually discover biological rationales for the association between proteins in unannotated pairs through literature searches. We also showed that the associations we detect are highly significantly different from random protein associations. Interestingly, a substantial fraction of human protein pairs recovered with high Jaccard coefficients from the pride-data set contain at least one partner for which little to no biological knowledge is present in the existing databases. Such proteins, in particular, can be considered low-hanging fruit for targeted biological studies by interested researchers.

We thus show that the compendium of publicly available proteomics data can be considered as a proteome-wide association study and that we can extract various biologically meaningful protein associations from these data. Moreover, we believe that refinements to the association metric will be able to increase sensitivity, allowing even more information to be recovered from these data in the future, a promise that is complemented by the ever-increasing number of relevant data sets in the public domain.
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